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How Taxing Is Tax Filing? Using Revealed Preferences to
Estimate Compliance Costs†
By Youssef Benzarti*
This paper uses a quasi-experimental design to estimate the cost of
filing taxes. Using US tax returns, I observe how taxpayers choose
between itemizing deductions and claiming the standard deduction.
Taxpayers forgo large tax savings to avoid compliance costs, which
provides a revealed preference estimate of such costs. I show that
costs increase with income, consistent with an opportunity cost of
time explanation. These estimates suggest substantial costs of filing
federal income taxes, significantly larger than previously estimated
using surveys. (JEL H24, H26, H31)

I

ncome taxes represent the largest source of tax revenue in the United States.
Today, 8.8 percent of GDP is transferred from individuals to the federal government through income taxes. While an extensive literature documents the efficiency
costs of taxation, we know less about the costs of collecting taxes. But every year,
140 million taxpayers spend numerous hours gathering receipts and statements,
filling out various tax schedules and forms, and submitting them to the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS). A large literature documents that individuals frequently
leave “money on the table” in other domains because of transactional costs, which
suggests that the compliance costs of taxation are likely to be very large.1
This paper provides the first estimate of this cost using quasi-experimental
methods. I exploit the fact that taxpayers can choose between itemizing their tax
deductions or claiming the standard deduction. Itemizing deductions requires some
effort cost but can provide significant tax savings. Claiming the standard deduction
saves time and effort but results in more taxes due.
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1
See, for example, Currie (2006); Bertrand, Mullainathan, and Shafir (2006); and, more recently, Bhargava
and Manoli (2015).
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With compliance costs, itemizing is beneficial only if it reduces the tax bill by
more than the cost of itemizing. This implies that if compliance costs are nonzero,
some taxpayers will claim the standard deduction even though the sum of their
deductions exceeds the amount of the standard deduction. The main identification challenge is to differentiate individuals who choose not to itemize because of
compliance costs from those who claim the standard deduction because their total
deductions are smaller than the standard deduction. This is particularly difficult
because taxpayers who claim the standard deduction are not required to report their
deductions, implying that their true level of deductions is not observable in tax data.
To estimate the cost of itemizing, I proceed in the following way. If individuals
forgo tax benefits because of compliance costs, then there should be a missing mass
in the density of deductions just above the standard deduction threshold. I test this
hypothesis by graphing the density of deductions for the years 1980 to 2006 using
a stratified random sample of US tax returns, weighted to be representative of the
population of itemizers. The density of itemizers exhibits a missing mass just above
the standard deduction.
To confirm that this shape is due to taxpayers responding to the standard deduction, I turn to a quasi-experimental design. Following a large increase in the standard deduction, I observe a drop in the mass of itemizers just above the postreform
standard deduction threshold. The postreform density is systematically lower than
the prereform density just above the postreform standard deduction threshold, and
the two densities overlap further away from the standard deduction. I ensure that no
other reforms are affecting the densities of itemized deductions.2 I use the missing
mass to construct the distribution of forgone benefits. While related to bunching estimators, my approach is different: bunching estimators rely on one cross section of
data, while my approach compares two cross sections before and after a reform.3
I find that the cost of itemizing ranges from 0.6 percent to 0.8 percent of adjusted
gross income (AGI); i.e., the disutility derived from itemizing is equivalent to
working 10 to 15 hours, which is substantially larger than previous estimates. If
individuals switch to the standard deduction because they value their time more than
the benefits they can derive from itemizing, then richer households should forgo
more tax benefits than poorer ones should. To test this hypothesis, I break down
individuals by income deciles and use the procedure outlined above on each subgroup. The results show an increasing relationship between forgone benefits and
income—while controlling for marginal tax rates—consistent with the hypothesis
that tax filing imposes a higher cost on richer individuals because they have a higher
marginal value of time.
The missing mass just above the standard deduction is consistent with taxpayers forgoing benefits to avoid the cost of itemizing. However, there are three
alternative explanations for the missing mass. The first is that the standard deduction acts as a concave kink point, effectively changing the price of a deduction.
2
My estimates are not affected by the alternative minimum tax, variation in marginal tax rates, or the phaseout
of the personal interest deduction in 1987.
3
My approach is related in spirit to a d ifference-in-difference approach where the treatment group includes
taxpayers just above the standard deduction threshold and the control group is individuals far above the standard
deduction threshold.
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Behavioral responses to concave kink points predict that taxpayers will respond
to variations in marginal tax rates but should not respond to variations in income
while holding marginal tax rates fixed. The fact that forgone benefits increase with
income—while controlling for marginal tax rates—supports the compliance costs
explanation. A second alternative explanation is that some taxpayers mistakenly
believe that IRS audits are more likely when itemizing and thus switch to the standard deduction to avoid the expected cost of an audit. To assess this explanation,
I conduct a survey of taxpayers to elicit their beliefs about audit probabilities and
audit costs. The perceived expected cost of audits would explain, at most, one-fifth
of the cost. A third alternative explanation is that the uncertainty that taxpayers
face over the amount of deductions they can claim drives them to not itemize. The
cost that I estimate is based on taxpayers who itemized the year before the reform.
And deductions tend to nominally increase over time, which implies that taxpayers should have a precise belief over the lower bound of the tax savings they can
derive from itemizing, therefore contradicting the idea that uncertainty prevents
them from itemizing.
While the large magnitude of the costs could be explained by high levels of
aversion to filing taxes, I gather empirical evidence suggesting that taxpayers
procrastinate on filing their taxes, which leads them to incur high costs.

Procrastination provides two testable predictions: first, procrastinators will delay
filing until the deadline, and second, taxpayers who file close to the deadline will
forgo more deductions. I provide empirical evidence consistent with both predictions and show that late filing is a persistent behavior, confirming that it is a
systematic bias.
This paper is related to several lines of prior work. It is the first and only paper
to provide estimates of the cost of filing taxes using a quasi-experimental design.
The most closely related paper is Pitt and Slemrod (1989): estimating the cost of
itemizing using a censored model with unobserved censoring thresholds using maximum likelihood, it finds a smaller cost of itemizing of $107, which is equivalent
to 0.12 percent of AGI and is 5 to 7 times smaller than my cost estimates. It uses
estimators from Gronau (1973) and Nelson (1977) to address the fact that the distribution below the standard deduction is unobservable. While our approaches are
related, my method is able to provide a r educed-form demonstration of the existence
of compliance costs without relying on a structural model. I discuss their approach
and some of their assumptions in more detail in online Appendix Section A .4 There
is also a literature that uses survey evidence to estimate compliance costs. Although
informative of the time spent filing taxes, it does not capture the preferences of
taxpayers and, in particular, any disutility of filing taxes.5
Finally, this paper adds to a long tradition in public economics emphasizing the
need to screen out applicants using ordeal mechanisms (Nichols and Zeckhauser
1982). If poorer individuals value their time less, then such policies can
4
This paper is also related to a literature that estimates the effect of tax simplicity on individual and firm
behavior. See, for example, Abeler and Jäger (2015) and more recently Tazhitdinova (2020); Harju, Matikka,
and Rauhanen (2019); Aghion et al. (2017); and Tazhitdinova (2018).
5
See online Appendix Table 1.7 for a list of papers using survey-based estimates.
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successfully target them by screening out richer individuals. My results lend support to this assumption because richer individuals tend to forgo more benefits than
poorer ones. However, given how large costs are, such policies could be screening
out too many individuals.
I. Data and Institutional Background

A. Institutional Background
Taxpayers can reduce their taxable income by choosing to itemize their deductions or claiming the standard deduction. The decision to itemize deductions requires
comparing two numbers: the sum of itemized deductions and the standard deduction
amount. Itemizing, however, is more costly: taxpayers need to keep a record of all
the expenses they want to deduct and file Schedule A. Approximately two-thirds of
the population claim the standard deduction. The standard deduction varies by filing
status and by whether the person is blind or older than 65.
Taxpayers claim four main deductions: (i) state and local income taxes,
(ii) mortgage interest, (iii) real estate taxes, and (iv) charitable donations. They
represent 17 percent, 40 percent, 14 percent, and 12 percent of total deductions,
respectively.
Schedule A is a o ne-page schedule and relatively easy to fill out, as it only
requires copying numbers from receipts and statements and then summing them up.
Record keeping is more time consuming since it requires archiving various records
of expenses.
B. Data
I use the Statistics of Income (SOI) dataset. It consists of repeated annual c ross
sections of individual tax returns. The number of observation per year ranges from
80,000 to 200,000. The repeated c ross sections are stratified random samples in which
the randomization occurs over the Social Security number. The data oversamples
high-income taxpayers and taxpayers with business income, but the IRS provides
weights that are used in this analysis to produce estimates representative of the total
US population. All of the analysis in this paper uses these weights to reflect population averages. No particular sample restrictions are made except for properly
assigning individuals to filing types (single, joint, etc.) and marginal tax brackets
(details in online Appendix Section C). In both cases, I rely on the information provided in tax returns. In addition, I use a panel of tax returns known as the University
of Michigan tax return panel. The panel covers 1979 to 1990 and contains the same
variables as the SOI files but has a smaller sample size.
II. Missing Mass

If some taxpayers are claiming the standard deduction when the sum of their
itemized deductions is greater than the standard deduction, then there should be a
missing mass just above the standard deduction threshold. I graph the density of
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Figure 1. Missing Mass Just above the Standard Deduction
Notes: These figures plot the density of deductions for itemizers filing jointly. The bin size is $2,000, and the
vertical line represents the standard deduction threshold for each year. Additional years are reported in online
Appendix Figures H.9, H.10, H.11, and H.12 and online Appendix Figure H.13 for single filers.

deductions for several years in Figure 1 (the remaining 27 years are shown in online
Appendix Figures H.8–H.12).6 The bin closest to the standard deduction includes
only those itemizers whose deductions are strictly larger than the standard deduction. The density is systematically low just above the standard deduction and then
increases and peaks two to three bins away. This is true across all years from 1980 to
2006 and for all filing statuses. Since I cannot observe the distribution of itemizers
below the standard deduction, this c ross-sectional evidence is only suggestive.7
To prove that the missing mass is a distortion due to the standard deduction, I
turn to a q uasi-experimental design. There were four large increases in the s tandard
deduction amounts since 1960. These changes occurred in 1971, 1975, 1988, and
2003. I use the 1988 reform to estimate the cost of itemizing because other changes
occurred at the same time as the 1971, 1975, and 2003 reforms. The 2003 reform is
likely to provide a lower bound on the cost of itemizing since there were changes
in marginal tax rates and deduction rules that made it more attractive to itemize.
In 1971 and 1975, there were changes to the parallel standard deduction system.8
Although the magnitudes of the estimated costs for the 1971, 1975, and 2003
6

All dollar amounts are in 2016 dollars throughout the rest of the paper.
Online Appendix Figure H.22 shows different alternative scenarios that could create a missing mass.
8
More details about the parallel system and other changes are provided in online Appendix Section E.
7
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Figure 2. Density of Deductions for Itemizers Filing Jointly Pre- and P
 ostreform
Note: The first graph plots the density of itemizers one year before and one year after the standard deduction reform,
while the second one plots these densities one year before and during the reform.

reforms are inaccurate, they still provide reduced-form evidence of the existence of
compliance costs.
I compare the p re-1988 reform year to the p ostreform year to account for lagged
behavioral responses. Figure 2, panel A and panel B graph the density of deductions
in pre- and p ostreform years for the 1988 reform.9 The shape of the distribution in
year t + 1mirrors that of years t and t − 1, and the missing mass precisely follows
9
Online Appendix Figure H.14 reports these densities for the 1971, 1975, and 2003 reforms and shows that the
changes are qualitatively consistent with the 1988 reform.
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the new standard deduction threshold. This shows that some itemizers switch to the
standard deduction once it is increased even though their deductions are larger than
the standard deduction.
The fact that the missing mass closely follows the standard deduction establishes
that there is a discontinuity in the distribution caused by the standard deduction.
If this missing mass were a feature of the distribution and not due to the standard
deduction, then it would not track the standard deduction once it is increased.
III. Cost Estimation

A. Cost Estimation Methodology
To calculate the distribution of forgone benefits in the population, I need to reconstruct the counterfactual distribution of itemizers. Using the prereform year as the
counterfactual distribution would lead to an underestimate of the cost because the
prereform distribution is distorted by its proximity to the standard deduction, as
shown in Figure 2, panel A. This section explains how I reconstruct the counterfactual distribution. Importantly, this estimation method is model free: the estimated
distribution of forgone benefits does not require nor depend on any assumptions
made over the determinants of the forgone benefits except for assumptions A1
and A2 below. No assumptions about the drivers of the cost are needed in this
section: the distribution of costs can be due to the costs of record keeping and filing
or due to fear of audits and uncertainty. While alternative explanations—discussed
in Section V—could change the interpretation of the estimated dollar amount of
forgone benefits, they would not change the dollar amount itself.
Denote by f( · )the unobserved probability density function (pdf) of itemizers,
assuming that there is no s tandard deduction and no cost of itemizing, as illustrated
in Figure 3.10 Denote by gS( · )the observed probability density function of itemizers when the standard deduction is equal to S . Then, g0( · ) and gδ ( · ) correspond,
respectively, to the pre- and p ostreform pdf of itemizers when the standard deduction increases from 0to δ . The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the cost of
 ax] , where cm
 ax denotes the
itemizing is denoted by C
 S( · )and defined over [ 0, cm
largest cost an individual can have. Individuals whose total deductions exceed the
standard deduction by less than the cost of itemizing choose the standard deduction.
Formally,
⎧0
if d ≤ S
f 
d
 
C


d
−
S

if
S < d ≤ cmax
   
  + S
⎨    
    
(1)	
∀ S = {0; δ}: gS (d)  = 
(  )  S(
) 
⎪
if d > cmax
   + S.
⎩ f (d)
⎪

By rearranging (1) over d ∈ 
 ],
[0, cmax

gS (d)
(2)	CS(d − S)  =  _   .
f (d)
10

An illustrative simulated example is provided in online Appendix Section B.B.
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Since both A and B
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Figure 3. Recovering the Counterfactual Distribution of Deductions
Note: This graph illustrates the method used in Section IIIA to reconstruct the counterfactual density of itemizers
f ( · )using the pre- and p ostreform densities g0 ( · )and gδ ( · ).

In other words, the cost of itemizing is related to the missing mass g
 S(d)  / f(d).
However, because f ( · )cannot be observed directly, it needs to be reconstructed
using g0 ( · ) and gδ ( · ). Two assumptions are necessary:
• A1: The cost is similar pre- and p ostreform.
• A2: The cost is independent of the level of deductions.
Assumptions A1 and A2 imply that C0( · )  = Cδ ( · ), and from equation (2), it
follows that
g0 (d)
gδ (d + δ)
(3)	C0(d)  =  _   =  _   = Cδ (d),
f (d)
f (d + δ)

which implies that the same proportion of individuals is missing d deductions
above the p rereform standard deduction and d + δdeductions above the p ostreform
standard deduction.
Assumption A1 can be verified by graphing two densities in years with no reforms
and ensuring that they are overlapping. This assumption is verified on all years from
1980 to 2006.11 A failure of A2 introduces a bias: in online Appendix Section B.A, I
provide an upper bound on the size of this bias and show that it is small. Intuitively,
if A2 fails, then gδ ( · )can be used instead of f  ( · ). This will necessarily yield lower
bounds, since gδ( · )  < f ( · ). For joint filers in the 28 percent bracket, for example, the estimated cost would lie between $519 and $591 if A2 fails, instead of

11

See online Appendix Figure H.15.
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$591. In addition, if these two assumptions hold, then the missing masses in the
pre- and p ostreform distributions should be proportional. Online Appendix Figure
H.18 shows that this proportionality assumption indeed holds.
, I proceed in three steps. First,
To estimate C
 0( · )and reconstruct f ( · )
 ; + ∞], then the benefit of itemizing is greater than its cost both
if d ∈ [δ + cmax
pre- and postreform, and taxpayers will not forgo deductions by claiming the
standard deduction. This corresponds to the rightmost area in Figure 3. Formally,
 ; + ∞], then C0 ( d)  = 1 and gδ ( d)  = g0 ( d)  = f (d); i.e.,
if d ∈ [δ + cmax
the pre- and postreform distributions of itemizers overlap for ranges of deductions exceeding the postreform standard deduction δby more than the largest
 ax; + ∞],   f (d)  = g0(d); i.e., the
possible cost c
max. And for any d ∈ 
[δ + cm
prereform observed distribution of itemizers g0( ⋅ )corresponds to the undistorted
distribution f( · ).
 ax; δ + cm
 ax], then over this range, the p rereform taxpaySecond, if d ∈ 
[cm
ers do not forgo any deductions, but the postreform ones do. This corresponds to
the middle area in Figure 3. As a consequence, the prereform distribution is not
affected by its proximity to the standard deduction and is equal to the undistorted
distribution, i.e., g0(d)  = f(d), but the postreform distribution is distorted, i.e.,
 ax; δ + cmax]:
gδ(d)  < f(d). From equation (3), it follows that ∀ d ∈ 
[cm
gδ ( d)
gδ(d)
(4)	C0(d − δ)  =  _   =  _ ,
f(d)
g0(d)

 ax  − δ; cm
 ax].
which allows me to estimate C0( · ) over [ cm
 ax  − δ, cm
 ax], then both the prereform and p ostreform itemizers
Third, if d ∈ [cm
are forgoing deductions. This corresponds to the leftmost area in Figure 3. In this
case, both the pre- and postreform distributions are distorted by their proximity
to the standard deduction, and g
 0( · )is now different from f( · ). To reconstruct
 ax  − δ; cm
 ax] from equation (4) to c orrect
f( · ), I use the estimate of C0( · ) over [cm
the p rereform distribution by using the definition of g0( · ) from equation (2):
 ax  − δ; cmax],
f(d)  = g0(d)/C0 (d). From equation (3), it follows that ∀ d ∈ 
[cm
gδ ( d)
gδ(d)
(5)	C0(d − δ)  =  _   =  _  C0(d),
f (d)
g0(d)

   − 2δ; cmax
   − δ]. By repeating this
which allows me to estimate C
 0( · ) over [cmax
   − 3δ; cmax
   − 2δ], [cmax
   − 4δ; cmax
   − 3δ], etc., I can recover
procedure over [cmax
 ].
C0( · ) and f( · ) over [ 0, cmax
B. Cost Estimates
I apply the methodology outlined above to the 1988 reform, which increased the
standard deduction from $2,540 to $3,000 for single filers, from $3,760 to $5,000
for joint filers, and from $2,540 to $4,400 for h ead-of-households filers. Besides the
standard deduction reform, the only other 1988 reform that could have affected the
amount of deductions was the phaseout of the personal interest deduction, which I
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control for (details in Section VD).12 Each cost estimate is performed on individuals
who have the same marginal tax rate and were not subject to the AMT. There was a
marginal tax rate decrease for married filing jointly with income above $45,000 (in
1987 dollars) in 1988. I address this by estimating the cost separately for individuals
above and below this cutoff.
I use 1989 rather than 1988 as the postreform year because the reform occurred
in 1988. If taxpayers learned about the increase in the standard deduction when filing their taxes, then we should observe the full response in 1989. Figure 2, panel B
confirms that the effect was smaller during the reform year.
Table 1 shows the estimated costs for single, joint, and h ead-of-household filers
in the 15 percent and 28 percent marginal tax brackets. Costs range from 0.57 percent to 0.85 percent of AGI. In dollar amounts, they vary from $175 for single filers
in the 15 percent bracket to $591 for joint filers in the 28 percent bracket. Costs
expressed in dollars are systematically lower for individuals in lower tax brackets.
They are, however, more homogenous when expressed as a percent of AGI. This
suggests that income matters in determining the cost, as shown in Section IVA.
To calculate the standard errors of the difference between the bins in the 1987
and 1989 densities, I use a bootstrap procedure. The results are reported in online
Appendix Table I.3. The difference between the first and second bins is statistically
significant with large z-statistics (6.55 and 3.47). The rest of the bins are all overlapping, with differences that are not significant, with the exception of bins 10, 11,
and 13, which are statistically significantly different at the 5 percent and 10 percent
level, with differences of a very small magnitude (less than ten times that of the first
or second bins).
IV. Anatomy of the Missing Mass

A. Costs Increase with Income
If rich taxpayers value their time more than poor ones do because their hourly
wage is higher, then we should expect them to forgo more deductions. I test this
using the income reported on tax returns. I break down the sample used above by
deciles of income. This reduces the power, which I deal with in two ways. First, I use
a moving average of income deciles. Second, I focus on joint filers in the 28 percent
marginal tax bracket, as they represent by far the largest group of taxpayers.
I then fit a flexible polynomial through each deduction bin and calculate the difference in density for each bin. When this difference is not statistically significant, I
consider that the bins are overlapping and therefore no deductions are forgone in that
specific bin. Using the predicted bins from this polynomial, I calculate the forgone
benefits for each group by repeating the procedure developed in Section III.13 The
results are plotted in Figure 4, panel A: as income increases, taxpayers forgo more
12

See online Appendix Section D for the TRA 86 reforms.
I only report results for the first seven groups because deductions and income are positively correlated and
very few h igh-income individuals are close to the standard deduction threshold. However, the increasing relationship is robust to including those bins; see online Appendix Figure H.19.
13
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Table 1—Cost Estimates
Filing status

MTR

Cost as % of AGI

Cost in $

Single
Single
Joint
Joint
Head
Head

15%
28%
15%
28%
15%
28%

0.74
0.85
0.57
0.74
0.76
0.72

$175
$369
$242
$591
$270
$458

Note: This table shows the cost of itemizing as estimated in Section III for different brackets
and filing status.

Panel A. Costs increase with income

Panel B. Tax preparers

1,200
1,050
900

Density

Burden of Itemizing

1,350

750
600
450
300
150
0
70,000 80,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000

0
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Total itemized deductions bin size of $2,000
(1980−2006)

Income

Panel D. Number of forms filed
Total nb. of forms filed
(million)

Panel C. Electronic filing

300

200
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0
0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

Total itemized deductions bin size of $2,000
(1998−2006)
Not efi
efi

1985
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1995

2000

2005
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Figure 4. Anatomy of the Missing Mass
Notes: Panel A plots the relationship between income and the cost of itemizing. This relationship controls for the
variation in MTR across the different income groups. Panels B and C show the distribution of itemized deductions
for taxpayers who use tax preparers and e-filing. The x-axis is normalized such that 0 corresponds to the standard
deduction threshold. Panel B pools years 1980 to 2006 and panel C years 1998 (start of e-filing) to 2006. Panel D
shows the evolution of the number of forms filed over time.
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deductions, consistent with the idea that they value their time more. Notice, first, that
all taxpayers in Figure 4, panel A fall in the 28 percent marginal tax bracket, implying that the positive relationship between income and forgone benefits is not due
to marginal tax rate variation but, rather, to income. Second, even though itemized
deductions increase with income, this is not what drives the increasing relationship
between income and forgone benefits. Because I compare the same income groups
before and after the reform, I am implicitly controlling for the relationship between
income and deductions.
B. Record Keeping
Electronic filing (e-filing) and tax preparers may reduce the cost of filling out
forms. However, they do not affect the cost of record keeping. Therefore, e-filing and
tax preparers are unlikely to eliminate the observed missing mass if it is due to the
hassle of filling out forms. Survey estimates of the cost of filing taxes have consistently documented that record keeping is the main driver of the cost of itemizing.14
To test for the effect of e-filing and tax preparers, I plot the density of itemizers
who use a tax preparer or e -file in Figure 4, panel C and panel B. In both cases, the
distribution of itemizers exhibits a clear missing mass, implying that e -filing or tax
preparers do not eliminate the cost of itemizing.
Figure 4, panel C compares the density of taxpayers who use e -filing to those
who do not. It shows a slightly smaller missing mass for taxpayers who e-file.15
However, e -filing only slightly reduces the cost of itemizing and does not eliminate
the missing mass, which is consistent with record keeping being the main driver of
compliance costs. I cannot perform a similar test for taxpayers who use tax preparers, as the two densities do not overlap away from the standard deduction, making
a direct comparison of the missing mass impossible without additional parametric
assumptions.16
Given that costs appear to be driven by record keeping rather than filling out
Schedule A, it is likely that costs increase with the number of receipts one has to
claim but not necessarily with the dollar amount claimed.17 Consider the mortgage
interest deduction or the state income tax deduction: taxpayers receive a statement,
the 1098 for mortgage interest and W2 for state income taxes, close to the filing
deadline, summing up all mortgage interest or state income taxes paid. For this
reason, the record-keeping costs of claiming $1,000 or $10,000 worth of mortgage
interest are likely to be similar. However, this is not true anymore for non-third-party
reported items, in particular for charitable donations. In this case, since no statement
14
See, for example, Guyton et al. (2003), Slemrod and Sorum (1984), Slemrod and Bakija (2008), and
Blumenthal and Slemrod (1992).
15
The difference is statistically significant: bootstrapped standard errors are reported in online Appendix
Table I.6
16
One could also compare states with and without state income taxes. Since state income taxes are reported
on W2s, they are unlikely to impose a large cost of record keeping. Online Appendix Figure H.20 shows a missing
mass for states both with and without income taxes, suggesting that the state income tax deduction is not a large
driver of costs.
17
A direct test of this assumption is not possible with the data I use, because the number of receipts is not
reported in the data.
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is provided, each additional donation is likely to be costly in terms of record keeping. This suggests that the main driver of record-keeping costs is not necessarily the
level of donations but instead the number of separate donations: a $1,000 d onation
imposes less record-keeping costs than 20 different $50 donations even though they
add up to the same total amount. The fact that costs are likely to be variable for certain deductions is consistent with the findings from R
 ees-Jones (2018), which shows
that taxpayers can manipulate the balance due on their taxes—presumably by adjusting their deductions—to precisely target a balance of $0. Overall, if record-keeping
costs are partly variable, partly fixed, it is likely that the variable portion of these
costs is pivotal to the decision to itemize. This would imply that the deductions that
impose a variable cost on taxpayers, such as charitable donations, are likely to be the
main driver of the missing mass.
V. Alternative Explanations to Compliance Costs

In this section, I consider alternative explanations for the missing mass. Note
that information is unlikely to explain it; since I focus on taxpayers who switch
from itemizing to claiming the standard deduction, they should be aware of the
decision to itemize. In addition, taxpayers are reminded on the 1040 Form
that they can make the choice between itemizing and claiming the standard
deduction.
A. Concave Kink Points
The standard deduction acts as a concave kink point: the price of charitable
donations is lower when itemizing than when claiming the standard deduction. The
indifference curve of a given taxpayer can be tangent at two points of the concave
kinked budget set, possibly inducing some taxpayers to be indifferent between these
two points. Depending on the curvature of the indifference curve, this could create
a bimodal distribution with a missing mass both to the right and to the left of the
standard deduction. This argument is illustrated in Figure 5.
However, in this case, the size of the missing mass should not respond to variations in income when controlling for marginal tax rates. The only reason that taxpayers would adjust their deductions in response to a concave kink point is variation in
marginal tax rates, while changes in income should not matter. On the other hand, a
behavioral response due to compliance costs predicts that richer taxpayers will forgo
more money because they have a higher opportunity cost of time, even controlling
for marginal tax rates. Consistent with the compliance cost interpretation, Figure 4,
panel A graphs the relationship between forgone benefits and income—controlling
for marginal tax rates—and finds an increasing relationship.
In addition, behavioral responses to concave kink points lead individuals to locate
away from the concave kink point. If behavioral responses to concave kink points
led to the observed missing mass, then as the standard deduction increases, the
bimodal distribution should track the new standard deduction threshold, and the
pre- and p ostdistribution peaks should not overlap. The observed pre- and postdistributions in Figure 2, panel A and panel B contradict this prediction: the pre- and
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Figure 5. Concave Kink Point: Postreform Densities Should Not Overlap
Notes: Panel A displays a budget set with a concave kink point. Panel B shows the effect that a concave kink point
could in theory have on the density of itemizers. Panel C shows that if itemizers were responding to the concave
kink point, then we should observe that the pre- and postreform densities are not overlapping just above the standard
deduction. This is contradicted by Figure 2, panel A.

p ostdistribution peaks are overlapping, once again rejecting the hypothesis that the
missing mass is caused by behavioral responses to concave kink points. A graphical
illustration of this argument is provided in Figure 5.
Overall, both of these empirical tests rule out responses to concave kink points.
This is consistent with the previous literature. Saez (2010), Kleven and Waseem
(2013), and Tazhitdinova (2015) directly test the predictions of a behavioral response
to both concave and convex kink points and find responses to convex kink points but
not to concave kink points. Kleven (2016), in a survey of the bunching literature,
confirms that there is no evidence of bunching at concave kink points.
B. Evasion
An alternative explanation for the missing mass is that taxpayers are concerned
with being audited by the IRS. They mistakenly believe that audit probabilities
are higher when itemizing. Their beliefs could lead them to switch to the standard
deduction once it increases in order to avoid the expected cost of an audit.
However, since audit probabilities are very low, for this behavior to explain the
missing mass, taxpayers would need to mistakenly believe that audit probabilities are high or that audit costs are large. To address this, I conduct a survey of
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195 individuals.18 The survey allows me to elicit their beliefs about both the audit
probabilities and the perceived costs of audits.
Surveyed individuals have levels of income similar to those of joint filers in the
1988 28 percent marginal tax bracket. On average, they believe that audits occur
with a probability of 8.72 percent, which is 7.9 times the true audit probability.19
This accounts for, at most, 25 percent of the $591 estimated forgone benefits for
joint filers in the 28 percent marginal tax bracket.20
C. Rational Inattention
Can uncertainty about the level of deductions lead taxpayers to switch to the standard deduction and explain the observed missing mass? Online Appendix Table I.4
shows the results of the calibration of a model illustrative of this type of behavior
with varying levels of risk aversion.21 Taxpayers would need an uncertainty range of
at least ±
 $14,000in order to forgo amounts of money as those found in this paper
when their true deductions are $10,000. This uncertainty range is large and unlikely
for two reasons.
First, I focus on taxpayers who were itemizing in the previous year. Second,
total deductions are highly serially correlated across years for a given individual,
since 71 percent of total deductions are mortgage interest, state taxes, and property
taxes, which are relatively stable for a given person year after year. Indeed, online
Appendix Figure H.21 plots the distribution of year-on-year percent change in the
level of deductions by taxpayer, using the 1979 to 1990 panel. It shows that, on
average, deductions tend to increase nominally. Therefore, it is likely that taxpayers
who were previously itemizing will believe that their deductions will be nominally
higher this year and therefore will hold relatively precise beliefs over the lower
bound on the tax savings they can derive from itemizing.22
D. Other Reforms Affecting Deductions?
Other changes took place in 1988. In this section, I describe these changes and
explain how I adjust for those that are likely to affect my estimates. The estimates
derived in Section III have already accounted for these adjustments. The fact that
the pre- and p ostreform densities overlap away from the standard deduction threshold shows that the p rereform density is a relevant counterfactual for the p ostreform

18

Online Appendix Section F details the survey instrument.
This is consistent with Bhargava and Manoli (2015), which finds that EITC filers believe that audit probabilities are eight times greater than the true ones.
20
On average, expected audit costs are $147, with a 95 percent confidence interval of [126, 169].
21
The model is outlined in online Appendix Section G.
22
Taxpayers may also hold biased beliefs over tax rates, leading them to m
 isperceive the savings they can derive
from itemizing. Kuziemko et al. (2015), for example, shows that taxpayers are inattentive to certain exemption
thresholds, which could lead them to overestimate average tax rates. On the other hand, de Bartolome (1995) and
Rees-Jones and Taubinsky (2019) show that taxpayers tend to “iron” tax schedules, leading to an underestimate of
marginal tax rates. Abeler and Jäger (2015) shows that complexity plays a large role in these misperceptions. Since
the 1987, 1988, and 1989 tax schedules were only comprised of two tax brackets, these biases, while possible, are
unlikely to be meaningfully large.
19
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d ensity in Figure 2, panel A and that—after adjusting for these changes—the m
 issing
mass estimates are not affected by these changes.
The personal interest deduction was phased out starting in 1986. Taxpayers
could deduct only 65 percent of their personal interest in 1987, 40 percent in 1988,
and 20 percent in 1989. This is likely to affect the distribution of deductions from
1987 to 1989. To control for this effect, I adjust the 1987 distribution—which is the
counterfactual for 1989—by recalculating the personal interest deduction as if only
20 percent of it could be deducted. This leads some taxpayers to have deductions
below the standard deduction, and I drop them from my sample. To ensure that
there is no behavioral effect associated with the phasing out of the personal interest
deduction, I compare the distribution of deductions for individuals above and below
the 28 percent marginal tax rate bracket. If there had been a behavioral effect, then
we should observe more deductions for individuals above the 28 percent marginal
tax bracket. I find no significant behavioral response of personal interest deductions.23 This is consistent with the fact that the majority of the personal interest
deduction is claimed for interest on student loans, which are hard to adjust once they
are contracted. In addition, after making this correction, I can compare the overlap
between the pre- and postreform densities. Away from the standard deduction, the
two graphs overlap, implying that the postreform density is an appropriate counterfactual for the 1989 density.
E. Contemporary Relevance
There are three main reasons why the tax filing costs estimated in this paper are
likely to be relevant for recent years. First, while electronic filing has been rising
rapidly over the past two decades, it does not appear to have drastically reduced
filing costs. Figure 6, panel A shows that the distribution of itemized deductions still
exhibits a missing mass just above the standard deduction, even in the most recently
available year (2009). Figure 6, panel B similarly shows the missing mass for electronic filers in 2009.24 These figures imply that taxpayers are still failing to itemize
in spite of the advent of electronic filing. This result is consistent with filing costs
being mostly driven by record keeping.
In addition, it is likely that overall filing costs have increased over time, as we
observe a steady increase in the number of schedules filed over time. Figure 4,
panel D plots the number of forms filed by schedule over time. While one additional
schedule was filed for each 1040 Form in the mid-1980s, this proportion is almost
two to one in recent years, suggesting that costs may have been increasing over time,
as taxpayers have to file more and more schedules.

23

See online Appendix Figure H.23 .
Similar patterns are observed in 2009 for taxpayers who use a tax preparer (Figure 6, panel C) and self-file
their returns (Figure 6, panel D).
24
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Figure 6. Distributions in the Most Recently Available Year (2009)
Notes: These figures plot the distribution of itemizers in 2009, which is the most recently available year in the SOI
dataset. Panel A shows the distribution for all taxpayers, panel B for taxpayers who file electronically, panel C for
taxpayers who use a tax preparer, and panel D for taxpayers who self-file.

VI. Compliance Costs or Behavioral Costs?

There is extensive evidence that individuals are t ime inconsistent and tend to procrastinate.25 If taxpayers procrastinate on filing their taxes, then one should observe
a large proportion of taxpayers filing on April 15th and procrastinators forgoing
more deductions.26
First, consistent with individuals procrastinating on filing their taxes, I find that
taxpayers bunch at the April 15th deadline. Figure 7, panel A graphs the volume of
Google searches for the term “1040” by week, and Figure 7, panel B uses data from

See DellaVigna (2009) for a survey of the literature.
This argument is formalized in online Appendix Section H, which shows that procrastination can lead to high
record-keeping costs, resulting in individuals failing to itemize.
25
26
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Figure 7. Deadline Effects
Notes: Panel A plots the volume of search of the term “1040” in Google, and panel B plots the volume of tax returns
filed by week in 2014 and 2015. The red vertical line corresponds to the week of April 15. Panel C plots the density of itemizers who file in March versus in April; the x -axis is normalized such that 0 corresponds to the standard
deduction. Panel D plots the average week in which a return is processed in year ton the y -axis and the average
week in which a return is processed in year t − 1on the x-axis.

the IRS 27 and graphs the number of tax returns filed by week. Both exhibit a clear
spike in the weeks that include April 15th. This is consistent with Hoopes, Reck,
and Slemrod (2015), which shows that taxpayers search more actively on Google
and Wikipedia for c apital-gains-tax-related information close to April 15th.
Second, I also find that taxpayers who file close to the deadline tend to forgo
more deductions, consistent with procrastination accounting for a portion of the
estimated forgone deductions. Figure 7, panel C 28 shows that the missing mass for
close-to-the-deadline filers (the first two weeks of April) is larger than for March
filers.
Note that rational taxpayers should not file close to the deadline for two reasons: (i) by delaying filing, they forgo interest on their refunds, and (ii) they expose
27
28

See https://www.irs.gov/uac/2016-and-prior-year-filing-season-statistics.
Online Appendix Section C.E explains how the graph is constructed.
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themselves to higher filing costs. Indeed, the sample I use to generate Figure 7,
panel C includes only those taxpayers who are owed a refund by the IRS and therefore have an incentive to file as early as possible to save on interest.29 Second, filing
costs are substantially higher closer to the deadline because lines at the post office
are longer, appointments with tax preparers are scarcer, and it is harder to get tax
help from the IRS because their phone lines are busier than usual.30
Note also that late filing is hard to reconcile with the option value of waiting for
low cost realizations. One could argue that taxpayers who bunch at the deadline are
rational taxpayers who wait for a low cost realization and face a series of idiosyncratic shocks that force them to file hastily at the very last moment and lead them to
forgo benefits. If that is the case, then we should observe that taxpayers who file late
in year tare likely to file earlier in year t + 1. To test for this, in Figure 7, panel D,
I graph the average week in which returns are processed in year t + 1by week of
processing in year t. If taxpayers who bunch at the deadline are doing so for rational
reasons, then the relationship should be constant, as we should observe mean reversion. If they are doing so because of a systematic bias, then the relationship should
be increasing as the year tweek of processing should predict the year t + 1 week
of processing. Figure 7, panel D shows a clear increasing relationship between the
processing weeks in year tand year t + 1, consistent with the explanation that late
filing is due to a systematic bias.
VII. Conclusion

Using a q uasi-experimental design and a novel method to recover the counterfactual density of deductions, I find that taxpayers forgo large amounts of tax
benefits, suggesting large tax filing costs. The identification strategy used in this
paper can be exported to estimate other compliance costs when individuals have a
choice between a low-cost/low-benefit option versus a h igh-cost/high-benefit one.
It can also be used when identifying responses from a censored distribution above
or below a certain threshold.
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